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CORRIGENDA
 .Volume 17, Number 1 1996 , in the article ``Maurer's Homotopy
Theory and Geometric Algebra for Even D-Matroids,'' by Walter Wenzel,
pages 27]62: On page 40, line 8 should read `` . . . - f , a - b . . . '' insteadl
w xof `` . . . l f , a - b . . . .'' On page 61, Reference KW is incorrect. For thel
reader's convenience, the correct version is given below.
w xKW F. Kalhoff and W. Wenzel, Matchings and D-matroids with coefficients, Ad¨ . Appl.
 .Math. 17 1996 , 63]87.
This corrigendum is Article No. AM970563.
 .Volume 17, Number 1 1996 , in the article ``Matchings and D-Matroids
with Coefficients,'' by Franz Kalhoff and Walter Wenzel, pages 63]87:
 y1 ..On page 68, line 22 should read `` . . . the pair M [ E, p K* s ''
 y1 ..instead of `` . . . the pair M [ E, p K* s .'' and line 24 should read
``We call M the underlying D-matroid'' instead of ``We call M the
w xunderlying D-matroid.'' On page 87, Reference W4 is incorrect. For the
reader's convenience, the correct version is given below.
w xW4 W. Wenzel, Maurer's homotopy theory and geometric algebra for even D-matroids,
 .Ad¨ . Appl. Math. 17 1996 , 27]62.
This corrigendum is Article No. AM970564.
